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S. Galam Abstract. -The usual mean field treatment of dilute antiferromagnets in a uniform field considers two sublattice magnetizations and yields a continuous transition. On the opposite, starting with one single average magnetization produces a tricritical point. This apparent discrepancy is explained by showing that a single magnetization approach does indeed account for the staggered symmetry but also simultaneously includes the effects of next nearest neighbor interactions which were not present in the initial Hamiltonian. The results are discussed with respect to the random field Ising model.
The nature of the phase diagram of the Random Field Ising Model (RFIM) has been quite a challenge for theorists over a decade. After a long controversy an exact proof [I] showed that small random fields do not destroy the ferromagnetic long range order of the ground state. Experimentally random fields are produced through either random exchange interactions [2] or site dilution [3] . As yet, must experiments are done using site diluted antiferromagnets [3] . It is therefore of importance to study the Dilute Ising Antiferromagnet in a Field (DIAF).
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations a t the threedimensional D I A F~~ a concentration P = 0.3 of nonmagnetic sites [4] suggested a transition always continuous. More recently a MC study of the same model but at p = 0.2 [5] found a tricritical point once next nearest neighbor (nnn) interactions are included. On this basis systematic MC simulations [6] showed that the phase diagram of the DIAF is not universal. It depends on values of both the dilution p and the ratio of nnn to nearest neighbor (nn) interactions. In parallel a proper mean field treatment of the DIAF which considers two sublattice magnetizations [i' ] yields no tricritical point (nnn are not included in the DIAF). On the opposite a tricritical point is found when only one single average magnetization is used [8] .
In this note it is shown that to consider one singlemagnetization does take into account the staggered symmetry of the DIAF but simultaneously includes also the effects of nnn which are not present in the initial Hamiltonian [9] .
We start with the'Hamiltonian for the DIAF to 7-1 to get the total Hamiltonian
To perform a classical mean field treatment of equation (3) 
with The coordination numbers for nn and nnn are respec- (7) to get Mo through equation (4) .
Going back to the DIAF we now perform a mean field treatment of equation (1) which considers only one single average magnetization M' [8] . The corresponding equation of state is (4 j where J > 0, Si = f 1, E; = 1 with probability p, +th (PCJM' -PM)). (8) and ci = 0 with roba ability (1 -p) . To introduce nnn M' and Mo are rather different. In particular equainteractions we add nnn tion (8) yields a tricritical point [8] while equation (4) 3-t' = -a~ C E ; E j~i~j , with a = 0 does not. On this basis it is tempting to (2) conclude that equation (8) is wrong since it ignore ap-
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphyscol:19888572 parently the difference between the two sublattices A and B when a field is applied. However it turns out that equation (8) does indeed account for the main physical features of the problem. In fact comparing now equation (4) to equation (8) it appears that for Equation (4) becomes which is exactly the form of equation (8) . The unique difference being the doubling of the coupling constant. This difference is however unimportant since it mainly modifies the value of the Curie temperature. The essential features of the phase diagram, in particular the existence of a tricritical point, are preserved.
In thus appears that the equation of state (8) obtained from equation (1) goes beyond the staggered symmetry by considering also a virtual 3L' (Eq. (2)). However it is done by taking one particular of a: namely Q = C/Z. A study of equations (4) and (5) shows that the existence of a tricritical point depends indeed on the value of a [7] . In the range a > 0.6 c/z, a tricritical point occurs while none is found when a < 0.6 c/z.
On this basis it appears that equation (8) In conclusion we compare the above results to those associated with the RFIM. In that case the ground state being ferromagnetic it is totally proper to consider only one single average magnetization. However for the RFIM such a treatment does not induce the inclusion of virtual nnn. Theses differences seem to indicate that the RFIM and the DIAF do not describe the same physical reality. At this stage more rigorous work would clarify the situation.
